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For the book series, see The Story of Tracy Beaker

This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page.

- It needs additional citations for verification. Tagged since May 2010.
- It may be written from a fan's point of view, rather than a neutral point of view. Tagged since March 2012.
- It describes a work or element of fiction in a primarily in-universe style that may require cleanup. Tagged since March 2012.
- It may contain an excessive amount of intricate detail that may only interest a specific audience. Tagged since March 2012.

This article may need to be wikified to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. Please help by adding relevant internal links, or by improving the article's layout.

The Story of Tracy Beaker was a television programme adapted from the book of the same name by Jacqueline Wilson. It ran on CBBC for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, Tracy Beaker's Movie of Me, broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for Children in Need, entitled Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey which were also crossovers with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by Nick Sharratt depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards, the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by Keisha White. In March 2009, the BBC announced that actress Dani Harmer would reprise the role of Tracy Beaker in a new series consisting of 13 episodes in which she would become a carer at her former care home - this appears on TV as Tracy Beaker Returns. All of the five series have been released on DVD.
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"The Story of Tracy Beaker" was a television programme adapted from [[The Story of Tracy Beaker]] (the book of the same name) by [[Jacqueline Wilson]]. It ran on [[CBBC]] for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "[[Tracy Beaker's Move of Me]]", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for [[Children in Need]], entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also [[Fictional crossover|crossovers]] with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by [[Nick Sharratt]] depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards, the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by [[Keisha White]]. In March 2009, the BBC announced that actress [[Dani Harmer]] would reprise the role of [[Tracy Beaker]] in a new series consisting of 13 episodes in which she would become a careworker at her former care home - this appears on TV as "[[Tracy Beaker Returns]]". All of the five series have been released on DVD. It has been running for over five years, with a newer series, Tracy Beaker Returns (featuring and older Tracy who now works at the care home), following on.

==Episodes==

{{Main|List of The Story of Tracy Beaker episodes}}
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny.

---

**The Story of Tracy Beaker**

The TV series has been praised for its depiction of children's lives and for its portrayal of challenging situations. However, it is also known for its controversial moments. For instance, Lily was almost being sacked, and Liam became homeless for a while. However, Tracy soon learns that the kids are more important to her than any job. Mike and the children on her last house have a fight resulting in Mike being injured. She saves him and later on finds out that he is part of the Dumping Ground.

---

The book series, **The Story of Tracy Beaker**, was adapted into a television programme. The show has gone on to become a popular and beloved series for children. The show follows Tracy, a young girl who is moved into a house with a group of other children, and her struggles and adventures in her new life. The show has won several awards and has been praised for its portrayal of children's lives and for its realistic depiction of challenging situations.
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny. The Story of Tracy Beaker was a television programme adapted from [[The Story of Tracy Beaker]] (the book of the same name) by [[Jacqueline Wilson]]. It ran on [[CBBC]] for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "[[Tracy Beaker's Movie of Me]]", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for [[Children in Need]], entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also [[Fictional crossover|crossovers]] with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by [[Nick Sharratt]] depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by [[Keisha]].

Almost being sacked, Lily being seriously injured and Liam becoming homeless for a week. However, Tracy soon learns that the kid's first ... popular new care worker Melani...
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny. The story of Tracy Beaker was a television programme adapted from The Story of Tracy Beaker (the book of the same name) by Jacqueline Wilson. It ran on CBBC for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "Tracy Beaker's Movie of Me", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for Children in Need, entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also with fictional crossover/crossovers with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by Nick Sharratt depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by Keisha.

...
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley, she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny.
feature length episode, "Tracy Beaker's Movie or Me", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for [[Children in Need]], entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also [[Fictional crossover|crossovers]] with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves interspersed live action with cartoon sequences drawn by [[Nick Sharratt]] depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards, the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by [[Keisha White]]. In March 2009, the BBC announced that actress [[Dani Harmer]] would reprise the role of [[Tracy Beaker]] in a new series consisting of 13 episodes in which she would become a carer at her former care home - this appears on TV as "[[Tracy Beaker Returns]]". All of the five series have been released on DVD. It has been running for over five years, with a newer series, Tracy Beaker Returns (featuring and older Tracy who now works at the care home) following on.

==Episodes==

{{Main|List of The Story of Tracy Beaker episodes}}
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley. She is an amazing singer, talented and really funny.

"The Story of Tracy Beaker" was a television programme adapted from the book of the same name by Jacqueline Wilson. It ran on CBBC for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "Tracy Beaker's Movie of Me", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for Children in Need, entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also "Fictional crossover/crossovers" with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by Nick Sharratt depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by Keisha.

Almost being sacked, Lily being seriously injured and Liam becoming homeless for a week. However, Tracy soon learns that the kids really need her. First, she appeared in a popular new care worker, Mel and Mike and the children, and then with the last show, Mike and Mike have a fight resulting in Mike being seriously injured. She saves him and later on finds him in the Dumping Ground.

Louise Govan || Chelsie Padley || 1-3 April 2002

Govan was a good friend/best friends with Keisha before Justine moved to the dumping ground. When Justine first arrived, Tracy was livid with the foster family which made Louise feel bad making a new best friend. Louise got to know the end of series 2. She appears in episodes 10, 12, 14 and 26 of series 3.
"The Story of Tracy Beaker" was a television programme adapted from "The Story of Tracy Beaker" (the book of the same name) by [Jacqueline Wilson]. It ran on [[CBBC]] for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "[Tracy Beaker's Move of Me]", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for [[Children in Need]], entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also [[Fictional crossovers|crossovers]] with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves interspersed live action with cartoon sequences drawn by [Nick Sharratt] depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards, the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by [Keisha White]. In March 2009, the BBC announced that actress [Dani Harmer] would reprise the role of [Tracy Beaker] in a new series consisting of 13 episodes in which she would become a careworker at her former care home - this appears on TV as "[Tracy Beaker Returns]". All of the five series have been released on DVD. It has been running for over five years, with a newer series, Tracy Beaker Returns (featuring and older Tracy who now works at the care home), following on.

==Episodes==

{{Main|List of The Story of Tracy Beaker episodes}}
The Story of Tracy Beaker™ was a television programme adapted from [[The Story of Tracy Beaker|the book of the same name]] by [[Jacqueline Wilson]]. It ran on [[CBBC]] for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "[[Tracy Beaker's Move of Me]]", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for [[Children in Need]], entitled "Tracy Beaker Parties with Pudsey", which were also [[Fictional crossover|crossovers]] with other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves intersperse live action with cartoon sequences drawn by [[Nick Sharratt]] depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards, the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by [[Keisha White]]. In March 2009, the BBC announced that actress [[Dani Harmer]] would reprise the role of [[Tracy Beaker]] in a new series consisting of 13 episodes in which she would become a carer/worker at her former care home - this appears on TV as "[[Tracy Beaker Returns]]". All of the five series have been released on DVD. It has been running for over five years, with a newer series, Tracy Beaker Returns (featuring and older Tracy who now works at the care home), following on.

---

**Episodes**

{{Main|List of The Story of Tracy Beaker episodes}}
“Selz Abbey” or “Seltz Abbey” is a former monastery and [[imperial abbey]] in [[Seltz]], formerly in [[Selz]]. "Selz" is the German spelling, "Seltz" the French.<ref>See [[Odilo of Cluny]]'s "Epitaph of Adelheid", chapter 20, in Sean Gilsdorf, "Queenship and Sanctity: The" Lives of Mathilda and the "Epitaph of Adelheid" (Catholic University of America Press, 2004). In January 992 it was granted royal "tutio" and immunity (the equivalent of the later "[[Reichsunmittelbarkeit]]) by [[Otto II, Holy Roman Emperor|Otto III]].</ref> DD Otto III, no. 79.<ref>
The abbey suffered from severe floods in 1307. A new abbey, and was rebuilt between 1307 and 1315.<ref>
The relics of Saint Adelheid, which apparently survived the floods, were moved to the church of Saint Stephen in Seltz. A daughter house of the abbey was founded at [Mermelberg creta in 1197, and was washed away by floods in 1465.</ref>

The abbey was eventually secularized in 1481 and the monks formed a college of [[Canon (priest)]]s operating as the [[chapters]] of Saint Stephen's church (a mile away from the abbey), retaining some of the privileges of the former foundation, although not all the possessions.

The chapter became [[Protestant]] in 1575 and was [[mediatization]] by the [[Elector Palatinate]]. Buildings of the abbey became monastic buildings were quarried from the beginning of the 17th century. The remaining building of the abbey became, except for one which had been used as a reformed academy for young nobles in 1576. The academy, but was closed in 1577 because the new elector was [[Lutheran]].

The Protestant chapter reverted to a canonry in 1684 after Seltz was annexed by France (in 1680) and the local population was reconverted to [[Roman Catholicism]]. It was dissolved by the [[bishop of Strasbourg]] with the approval by the king of France in 1692.

The Seltz parish of Seltz was dissolved during the rule of the [[National Convention]] (1792–95) and the Saintchurch of St Stephen church was burnt down by [[Austrian]] troops after the [[Battle of Seltz]] on 23 October 1793. But the Saint Stephen the church survived however, and the parish was re-created in 1801 in the time of the [[French Consulate in 1800]] The church was extensively rebuilt by the rule of the [[German Empire]] which had annexed Alsace in 1870 for the occasion of the anniversary of the death of the Empress Adelaide in 1899.

The church was almost destroyed during [[World War II]]. Restoration was completed in 1958.
Cricket is the most popular sport in Karachi, which is played in many small grounds around the city as well as on city streets at night and on weekends. [Gully cricket] is played in the narrow by-lanes of the city. The [National Stadium, Karachi (National Stadium)] is the city’s only world-class cricket stadium, and is the second-largest cricket stadium in Pakistan after the [Gaddafi Stadium] in Lahore. The inaugural first-class match at the National Stadium was played between Pakistan and India on 27 February 1955 and since then Pakistan national cricket team has won 20 of the 41 [[Test cricket matches|Test matches]] played at the National Stadium. [ref](http://www.cricketarchive.com/Archive/Grounds/J21166.html) 1st Test Match played on National Stadium, Karachi. [Publisher: Cricket Archive](accessdate=2010-08-26) 1st Test Match played on National Stadium, Karachi. [Publisher: Cricket Archive](accessdate=2010-08-26) 1st Test Match played on National Stadium, Karachi. [Publisher: Cricket Archive](accessdate=2010-08-26) 1st Test Match played on National Stadium, Karachi. [Publisher: Cricket Archive](accessdate=2010-08-26) The National Stadium hosted two matches (Pakistan vs South Africa on 29 February and Pakistan vs England on 3 March), and a quarter-final match (South Africa vs West Indies on 11 March) during the [[1996 Cricket World Cup]]. [ref](http://www.cricketinfo.com/content/series/S0001.html#template-futurestitle-FuturesPublisher-CricketArchive) [ref](http://www.cricketinfo.com/content/series/S0001.html#template-futurestitle-FuturesPublisher-CricketArchive) [ref](http://www.cricketinfo.com/content/series/S0001.html#template-futurestitle-FuturesPublisher-CricketArchive) [ref](http://www.cricketinfo.com/content/series/S0001.html#template-futurestitle-FuturesPublisher-CricketArchive) [ref](http://www.cricketinfo.com/content/series/S0001.html#template-futurestitle-FuturesPublisher-CricketArchive) The city has also hosted seven editions of the National Games of Pakistan, most recently in 2007. [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html) [ref](http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/nationalGames.html)
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[[File:Nat Std01.JPG|thumb|left|[[National Stadium, Karachi|National Stadium]]]]

[[File:Karachi Golf Club3.jpg|thumb|right|[[Karachi Golf Club]], one of the largest golf clubs in Karachi]]

**Cricket** is the most popular sport in Karachi, which is played in many ... second largest cricket stadium in Pakistan after the [[Gaddafi Stadium]] in [[Lahore]]. The inaugural first-class match at the National Stadium was played between Pakistan and India on 26 February 1955 and since then Pakistani national cricket team has won 20 of the 41 [[Test cricket|Test matches]] played at the National Stadium. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricarchive.com/Archive/Grunds/22/1505_r.html|title=Test Matches played on National Stadium, Karachi|publisher=Cricarchive|accessdate=2010-08-26])</ref> The first [[One Day International]] at the National Stadium was against the West Indies on 21 November 1980, with the match going to the last ball. The national team has been less successful in such limited-overs matches at the ground, including a five year stint between 1996 and 2001 when they failed to win any matches. The city has been host to a number of successful domestic cricket teams including Karachi. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricarchive.com/Archive/Teams/0/346/First-Class_Matches.html|title=First-Class matches played by Karachi Blues|publisher=Cricarchive|accessdate=2010-08-25])</ref> Karachi Blues. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricarchive.com/Archive/Teams/0/444/First-Class_Matches.html|title=First-Class matches played by Karachi Greens|publisher=Cricarchive|accessdate=2010-08-20])</ref> Karachi Greens. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricarchive.com/Archive/Teams/0/446/First-Class_Matches.html|title=First-Class matches played by Karachi Whites|publisher=Cricarchive|accessdate=2010-08-26])</ref> and Karachi Whittas. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricarchive.com/Archive/Teams/0/445/First-Class_Matches.html|title=First-Class matches played by Karachi Whites|publisher=Cricarchive|accessdate=2010-08-26])</ref> The National Stadium hosted two group matches (Pakistan v South Africa on 29 February and Pakistan v England on 3 March), and a quarter-final match (South Africa v West Indies on 11 March) during the [[1996 Cricket World Cup]]. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.cricinfo.com/cgi/content/series/60981.html?template=fixtures|title=Fixtures|publisher=Cricinfo|accessdate=2010-08-26])</ref>

The city has also hosted seven editions of the National Games of Pakistan, most recently in 2007. <ref>[(cite web|url=http://www.sports.gov.pk/Participation/National%20Games.html|title=National Games|publisher=Pakistan Sports Board|accessdate=2010-08-26])</ref> Sports like [[badminton]], [[volleyball]] and [[basketball]] are popular in schools and colleges. [[Association football|Football]] is especially popular in [[Lyari Town]], ... attracted capacity crowds during the games. The popularity of [[golf]] is also gradually ... of Karachi. The city has facilities for [[field hockey]] (the [[Hockey Club of Pakistan]]), [[URL|Hockey Ground]], [[boxing]] (KPT Sports Complex), [[Squash (sport)|Squash]] ([[Jahangir Khan]] Squash Complex) and [[polo]]. Marinas and boating clubs add to the diverse sporting activities in Karachi.
There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny.
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There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny. The Story of Tracy Beaker was a television programme adapted from the book of the same name by Jacqueline Wilson. It ran on CBBC for five series, from 2002 to 2006 and also contained a feature length episode, "Tracy Beaker's Movie of Me", broadcast in 2004, as well as a week of interactive episodes for Children in Need, entitled Tracy Beaker: Parties with Pudsey which were also other shows from CBBC. The episodes themselves interspersed live action with cartoon sequences drawn by Nick Sharratt depicting Tracy's inner thoughts and, from series 3 onwards the thoughts of other characters. Initially these cartoons would often be followed by a more realistic interpretation of what happened, but this was discontinued after the first series. The theme song was written and performed by Keisha.
Muhammad of Ghor

Line 10:
|othertitles=

|predecessor=[[Ghiyasuddin Ghor]|Ghiyāṣ-ud-dīn Muhammad bin Sami]
|successor=[[Qutb-ud-din Aibak]|Qutbuddin Aibak]]

|wife=
|issue=

|royal house=[[Ghurid dynasty]]
|royal anthem =
|father="Malik" Baha-ud-din Sām bin Hussain
|mother=
|birth date=1150
|birth place=[[Ghor]] in present-day [Afghanistan]]

Line 10:
|othertitles=

|predecessor=[[Ghiyasuddin Ghor]|Ghiyāṣ-ud-dīn Muhammad bin Sami]
|successor=[[milleycyrus]]

|wife=
|issue=

|royal house=[[white house]]
|royal anthem =
|father=zain malik
|mother=angelina jolie
|birth date=1150
|birth place=milan
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There is also one person who they forgot in the cast list and that's Chelsie Padley she is an amazing singer, talented and really funny.